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ABSTRACT (750-word Executive Summary-public report-do not disclose proprietary information or intellectual property)
Objective 1, Mthionin Constructs: Assessment of the Mthionin transgenic lines is ongoing. As the most
proven of our transgenics, we continue to use them as a reference in detached leaf assays, with CLas+ ACP
feeding, as well as studying them in established greenhouse and field studies. Greenhouse studies (With 9
Carrizo lines and 4 Hamlin lines, 98 total plants with controls) include graft inoculation of Carrizo rooted
cuttings with CLas+ rough lemon, no-choice caged ACP inoculation of Carrizo rooted cuttings, and
no-choice caged ACP inoculation of Hamlin grafted on Carrizo with all combinations of WT and transgenic.

Data collection continues from Mthionin field plantings. Results from the first round of field plantings (45
plants) of Mthionin transgenic Carrizo root-stock grafted with non-transgenic rough lemon show transgenics
maintaining higher average CLas CT values (2.5 CT higher @ 18 months), but with a high degree of variability.
A large second planting of Mthionin transgenics went into the ground in April 2019, including transgenic
Carrizo with WT Hamlin scions (81 plants), transgenic Hamlin on non-transgenic Carrizo root-stock (108
plants) and WT/WT controls (16 plants). Scheduled assessments for both field plantings is being prioritized
under current covid-19 pandemic conditions. The 24 month field assessment of the first planting and 12
month assessment for the second planting are completed. Leaf samples from both populations have been
collected and are being processed for Clas quantification.
Additional grafts of WT Hamlin and Ray Ruby scions to Mthionin root-stock have been made and are
included in the imminent chimera planting discussed in Objective 2. The Mthionin construct has also been
extensively transformed into Valencia, Ray Ruby and US-942 to provide transgenic material of these critical
varieties. The first 51 putative lines are now in soil and are undergoing expression analysis.
Objective 2, Citrus Chimera Constructs: Detached leaf assays, with CLas+ ACP feeding, have been conducted
and repeated for lines expressing chimera constructs TPK, PKT, CT-CII, TBL, BLT, LBP/'74', `73', and `188' (as
well as scFv-InvA, scFv-TolC) using adjusted protocols to improve sensitivity and transmission rates (See
section 4). Further detached leaf assays are being run to compare the relative effectiveness between each
generation of chimera constructs and to expand the number of lines tested from each. DLA testing has
allowed us to identify lines from several constructs with significant effects on CLas transmission and even
increased ACP mortality. Recent results include up to 95% mortality in ACP after 7 days feeding on detached
leaves of the 3rd generation TBL transgenics and 70% for TPK. Lines from promising constructs have been
moved forward into greenhouse studies based on DLA results, as noted below.
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